
REAL DEVIL PREACHES… 

The Vellore website of NFTE spitted venom against our beloved General Secretary, 

Com.P.Abhimanyu.  It speaks about Unity among the Unions in BSNL.  The act of Vellore NFTE BSNL in 7th 

Membership Verification is completely poisonous and dividing the workers.  We question why the NFTE All 

India President, Com.Islam Ahamed attended the PLI Committee meeting even though the Main Recognised 

Union did not participated in that meeting?  Moreover, why NFTE BSNL wrote in its All India website that 

“The official side proposed about amount of PLI for year 2014-15. The leader staff side stated that the quantum 

of money is too meager but we are not rejecting the proposal”.  Is it not a clandestine with the management? 

Is it not a betrayal to the workers?  This drama happened on 30th March, 2016, which is fag end of 7th 

Membership verification propaganda.  Again, NFTE President met the management on 31st March and 

stated that, “Meager amount of PLI will not be acceptable to us”. It is proved that NFTE agreed meager amount 

of PLI which was offered by the management on 30th March, 2016.  The Management in variable occasions 

spelt that only two digit PLI will be given to BSNL employees.  BSNL Employees Union categorically rejected 

the peanuts of two digits PLI.  NFTE Vellore website says that “single digit bonus which never was the case”.  

Now a suspicion arose in the minds of ordinary workers that whether it is single digit PLI or double digit PLI 

which was accepted by the NFTE president.  In the history, one cannot forget Mir Jafar, who betrayed Siraj ud-

Daulah to become the next Nawab in connivance with the British.  History will not forget and forgive Mir Jafars.   

  

Our General Secretary clearly exposed the NFTE’s double stand and secret understanding 

with the management.  The duty of a sincere Union Leader is to expose any secret dealing which affects the 

interest of the ordinary employees.  Our General Secretary did that in a right way.  Now NFTE started to 

shed the crocodile tears. 

  

Vellore NFTE is bringing the support of CMD to hide their betrayal.   It says that CMD refused 

underhand dealing with NFTE. But BSNL Employees Union gave a reply empahasising the act of underhand 

dealing between CMD and NFTE BSNL.  The BSNL Management could not reply to our General Secretary, 

because it is the fact.   

  

The BSNL Employees Union rallied all the Unions and Associations of Executives and Non 

executives in an umbrella and conducted many struggles to save BSNL.  The NFTE after the results of the 7th 

Membership verification declared that it leaves the forum without saying any valuable reasons.  Moreover, 

NFTE formed a parallel forum.  NFTE only broke the unity.  Now NFTE is trying to break the Unity between 

the BSNL Employees Union and Executive Associations by false propaganda.  NFTE’s dream of breaking the 

unity will not succeed.  BSNL Employees Union even after continuous malignation against our General 

Secretary, made an appeal to NFTE to come to the Forum of Unions and Associations of BSNL 

executives/Non-executives to safe guard the interest of BSNL and entire BSNL workers.   

  

NFTE website says in the last line that ‘Verifications will come and go, but NFTE and BSNLEU 

have larger roles to play”.  Yes, we do agree with that.  But slandering the General Secretary of BSNLEU will 

not help.  We still believe Unity can be built for the sake of workers.       


